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A P Model School, Peddamandyam
Summative Assessment - II (2014-2015)
6th Class - English
Student Name: ......................................................................................................Time: 2½ Hours
Roll Number: ......................................Section................................................... Marks: 100
Academic
standard
Task No.
Marks
allotted
Marks
scored
Grade

Listening &
Responding
20
20

Reading
comprehension
1,2
10

Conventions
of writing
3
5

Vocabulary

Grammar

6
10

7&8
15

Creative
expressions
4,5,9,10
40

Total

100

Read the following narrative
When I came to my cave (which I called my castle), I ran inside it as if I was being chased. I
don’t remember whether I used the ladder or went by the hole in the rock, which I called the
door. I ran for cover faster than any animal could run.
I did not sleep that night. The more I thought about what I had seen, the more afraid I
was I thought it could be one of the savages of the mainland who had wandered out to the
sea, in a small boat.
Task – I
5M
1 Who does ‘I’ refer to?
2 What was the writer’s castle?
3 How did he go inside his house?
4 Which was called by the writer, the door?
5. Who might be the unknown person according to the writer’s thoughts?
Continue reading the narrative
Luckily I was not on shore at that time, but what would have happened if he had seen my
boat! If he had seen the boat, he would have realised that someone lived on the island and
would soon return with others to kill and eat me up.
And also I lay fearful for many days and prayed for protection. In doing so, I was much
comforted and began going out to investigate. But even now as I went to forward and
backward, I looked behind me frequently because I was still very frightened.
Task – II (Reading comprehension)
5M
Write True or False of the given statements
1 He was on shore at that time
(
)
2 If he had seen the boat, he would have killed the writer
(
)
3 He didn’t pray for protection
(
)
4 He began going out to investigate
(
)
5 He was still very frightened
(
)
Task –III (Convention of writing)
5M
Continue reading the narrative and punctuate it
however, as i went about for two or three days and saw nothing I became a little bolder i
decided to go down to the shore again and examine the footprint once more. I decided to
measure it with my own footmark
Read the following the narration.
Seema and Arun came to Vishnupur on a vocation to their grandparents. It was a small, quiet
town surrounded by green hills and some ancient ruins.
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Task –IV (Creative expression)
10M
Have you ever been to a interesting place? Describe the things that you liked/disliked
Continue reading the narrative
Tess had the habit or writing a dairy. She began writing the entry like this.
‘Today is a very bad day. What terrible news! Mummy and daddy are worrying so much about
Andrew. Why such big illness? Shocked to know that he was in a danger.

Task – V

10M

Imagine that you were Tess and write a dairy entry about Armstrong for saving the life of
Andrew.
Task – VI (Vocabulary)

10M

a) Find out the rhyming words from the poem

There was a naughty boy
He ran away to Scotland
There he found
That the ground
Was as hard
That a hard
Was as long
That a song
Was as merry
That a cherry
As in England
b) Prepare a word map related to medicinal plants.

Medicinal
plants

Task – VII
Write the past tense forms of the given verbs
Present tense Verb
Past tense Verb
decide
stop
lose
fall
teach

5M

Task – VIII (Grammar)
Rewrite the following sentences by using ‘if’ clause
1 Walk fast. You will catch the bus
2 It does not rain. I will come to your house
3 Stop eating sweets. You will feel better
4 Do as you are told. You will get a prize
5 Go to bed early. You will be healthy

10M
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Task – IX
Describe the following picture in 5 sentences

10M

Task –X
Explain the following picture

10M
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